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Regardless of the outcome of basic tax reform,
the Treasury Department's proposals offer Con-
gress a menu of employee benefit tax changes
for consideration in 1985 and beyond.

, t •

Tax Reform, Treasury Proposals,
and Employee Benefits

The Treasury Department recently presented to President Reagan a com-
prehensive tax reform proposal with broad implications for employer-
provided benefits. Even though basic tax reform may take second place
to reducing the federal budget deficit, the Treasury proposals offer Con-
gress a menu of potential employee benefit tax changes for considera-
tion in 1985 and in later years.

Treasury's basic premise is that the present U.S. tax system is complex
and inequitable, and it interferes with economic choices of households
and businesses. The stated goal is to achieve a tax system with economic
neutrality. As they relate to employee benefits, the Treasury proposals
recognize the overriding need to achieve certain social and economic
objectives, such as retirement income security and access to medical care.

The Treasury proposals make significant changes in the tax treatment
of virtually all employee benefits, and therefore affect, to some degree,
the economic security of the vast majority of the nation's fuU-timeworkers.
The amount of tax-exempt health insurance would be capped. Life in-
surance would lose all favorable tax treatment. The exclusion for employer-

rOVideddependent care would be repealed. Educational assistance, group
gal services, employee awards, and van pooling would become fully tax-

able, as would income of voluntary employees' beneficiary associations
(VEBAs), supplemental unemployment benefit (SUB) trusts, and black
lung trusts. Individual retirement accounts (IRAs) would be expanded.
Unemployment compensation and workers'compensation benefits would
be taxed. The distributions of employer-sponsored retirement plans would
be changed, and 40 l(k) salary reduction plans eliminated. Cafeteria plans
would lose favorable tax treatment. Treasury values the total additional
revenues from the employee benefit tax changes at $79.9 billion in fiscal
years 1986-90, but such estimates must be used with great care.

The Treasury proposals will be received by a new Congress where senior
members are themselves divided on the issue of which employer-provided
benefits merit preferential tax treatment, and to what extent.

A monthly periodical devoted to expert evaluations of a single employee benefit issue



Introduction Ivbe the subject of careful evaluation, particularly since basic
tax reform and deficit reduction could possibly end up being

EBRI repotted on the first round of the basic tax reform dis- linked in one omnibus bill.
cussion in its March 1984 Issue Brief, "Basic Tax Reform:
Implications for Employee Benefits." That Issue Brief noted As part of the evaluation needed, polic_nakers and taxpayers
President Reagan's 1984 State of the Union tax study mandate must examine the social and economic implications of these
and analyzed the comprehensive and consumption tax propos- proposals for the well-being of individual workers and for the
sis introduced in the 98th Congress. nation as a whole, in addition to their implications for the

tax system and tax liabilities. To assist in this task, EBRrs

On November 27, 1984, the Treasury study was released to December 1984 Issue Br/ef, "Questions and Answers on the
the public: Tax Reform for Fa/mess, Simplicirl, and Economic Economics and Distribution of Employee Benefits, provides
Growth-Volume 1. On December 3, 1984, the Treasury issued information on the prevalence of primary employee benefits
volume 2, which provides details on how the proposals would and their distribution among various industries and income
be implemented if enacted. The study recommends major groups.
changes in all areas of the tax law, including extensive
changes in those provisions relating to employee benefits. The

proposal, as outlined in table 1, represents a consolidation and _ _1_refinement of the comprehensive tax proposals presented to
the 98th Congress.

Even though the entire Treasury package is
At first, in releasing the study, President Reagan left his op- designed to be revenue neutral, the options
tions open, noting: "I have asked Secretary Regan to make his listed in this document might be used in astudy public at this time-prior to my own decisions on exact-
ly what simplifying legislation to propose to the Congress .... different legislative context and become a
Over the next few weeks, I intend personally to review the "revenue enhancer's dream."
Treasury recommendations carefully.... I will present my tax
simplification and reform plan to Congress early next _ _
year .... n Later, at his December 7, 1984, press conference,
President Reagan appeared to be embracing the Treasury De-

partment's tax simplification plan, without endorsing every This Issue Br/ef..
specific item in it. "I think that it is probably the best and

most complete study of the tax system and the best proposals " examines the mechanics of basic tax reform;
for changing the tax system that has ever occurred within my
lifetime, he said) - highlights tax reform legislation introduced in the 98th

There appears to be a consensus among policymakers in the Congress;

nation's capital that "basic tax reform" legislation will not _ discusses Treasury's employee benefit provisions;move quickly. Treasury Secretary Regan admits that "reducing

the deficit is the No. 1 priority. Tax simplification should take " presents the Treasury estimates of the revenue implications
a back seat to that." Many congressional leaders agree, in- of the proposal; andcluding the new Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole (R-KS),

Senate Budget Committee Chairman Pete Domenici (R-AZ), " explores the policy environment in which they will be
and Senate Finance Committee Chairman Bob Packwood discussed.
(R-OR). z This determination in no way detracts from the im-

portance of the Treasury document, however, since it also pro-
vides a detailed list of "rationalized" changes in the tax cooe _ Mechanics of Basic Tax Reform
that could be included in a deficit reduction measure. In fact, Basic tax reform proposals, including the Treasury proposal,
even though the entire Treasury package is designed to be have offered ways to restructure-not lower-the federal tax
revenue neutral, the options listed in this document might be bill. Most proposals would change the distribution of tax lia-used in a different legislative context and become a "revenue bility among individuals and corporations. This would be
enhancer's dream." The Treasury's proposal should immediate- done by expanding the tax base to eliminate many current

-- law cases in which a tax exemption, a tax deferral, or a spe-
cial tax rate is allowed for some income. In theory, the broad-

_A transcript of President Reagan's December 7 news conference er the tax base, the lower the average rate at which income
is printed in New York Times, December 8, 1984, p. 10. can be taxed to yield the same amount of revenue.

2Hobart Rowen, "'Revenue Neutral' Is Not Enough," Wash/ngton The chief advantage often cited for expanding the tax base
Post, December 6, 1984, p. A23. and reducing marginal tax rates is to reduce the influence of
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tax rotes on economic decisions. High marginal tax rates en- Sen. Don NicHes (R-OK) and Rep. Mark Siljander (R-MI);
courage taxpayers to seek tax-favored soucces of income- and the Simpliform Tax Act (S. 2158) introduced by Sen.
capital gains, for example-and tax-favored uses of income, Mark Hat'field (R-OR).
such as homing. As a result, investment and other economic
decisions are o_ten driven by tax advantages as much as by The basic premise behind the consun_t/on tax is that individu-
economic returns and productivity considerations, sis should be taxed not on the economic value they generate

but rather on what they consume-or the share of income
The arguments for broadening the tax base have attracted a that is not saved. The consumption tax would exclude all
wide range of political support. Many conservatives support forms of savings from taxable income until the funds were
broadening the tax base as a way of eliminating the income- used for consumption, and it would tax all employee benefits
earning disincentives and market interference of high margin- that do not result in saving. Various employee benefits that
al tax rates. Many liberals support base-broadening as a way of provide insurance protection would, therefore, be taxed.
eliminating tax code provisions perceived to benefit primarily Det_medbenefit or defined contribution pension plans would
the wealthy, not be taxed, since they result in capital accumulation. Pro-

At the same time, however, tax preferences were deliberately
built into the tax code to further various social goals, among

them enhancing employee income security. Many long-term • _ t
economic decisions have, therefore, been predicated on the

continued availability of these preferences; many persons Tax preferences were deliberately built into thecould find their economic well-being disrupted were these tax
preferences to cease. Furthermore, since many tax preferences tax code to further various social goals, among

aimed at meeting social needs, if _neutrality" is achieved, them enhancing employee income security.
the federal government might find itself, for the first time, Many long-term economic decisions have,
making new or additional direct expenditures to meet these therefore, been predicated on the continuedsocial needs.

availability of these preferences; many persons

Basic Tax Reform Proposals in the 98th could find their economic well-being disrupted
Congress were these tax preferences to cease.

While many different tax structures can be designed, the two 40) _"reform"structures that have attracted the most attention in
recent policy debates are the comprehensive income tax and -- - --
the consumption tax. 3 The basic premise behind the comtrre-
hens/re income tax is that individuals should be taxed on the posals in this category include the Internal Revenue Code
value of what they produce, as represented by income. A Amendment (S. 557/H.R. 5711)proposed by Sen. Dennis
comprehensive tax attempts to tax both actual and imputed DeConcini (D-AZ) and Rep. Richard Shelby (D-AL), and the
income. Comprehensive income tax proposals include in tax- Broad-Based Enhanced Savings Tax Act (BEST) (S. 3042/H.R.
able income not only cash wages but also other items of value 6364) introduced by Sen. William goth (R-DE) and Rep.
received by the employee as compensation. Proposals that Henson Moore (R-LA).
could be considered comprehensive tax options include the
Treasury proposal; the FAIR Tax (S. 1472/H.R. 3271) intro- Table 1 shows the provisions of the leading tax reform propos-
duced by Sen. Bill Bradley (D-NJ) and Rep. Richard Gephardt als introduced in the 98th Congress and a comparison with
(D-MO); the FAST Tax (H.R. 6165/S. 2948) introduced by the Treasury proposal.
Rep.Jack Kemp (R-NY) and Sen. Robert Kasten (R-WI); the

Ten Percent Flat Rate Act (S. 3033/H.R. 5432) introduced by • The Treasury Proposal and EmployeeBenefits

The Treasury Department's report on tax reform recommends
3For a discussion of other tax options like the value-added tax a tax system with a broader tax base and a flatter tax rate
and the national sales tax, see Dallas L. Salisbury, _Statement structure than under current law. In drafting its own recom-
on Tax Reform, Employee Benefits, and Economic Security," mendations, Treasury evaluated the basic tax reform proposals
testimony submitted before the U.S. Senate, Committee on introduced in the 98th Congress.
Finance, Hearings on Major Tax Reform, September 11,1984
(Washington, DC: EBRI, testimony T-36), and U.S. Department The Treasury proposal is built on the following premise: _The
of the Treasury, Office of the Secretary, Tax Reform for Fairness, present U.S. tax system is complex, it is inequitable, and it
S/ng_/cit_,and Economic Crro_th, 2 vols. (Washington, DC: U.S. interferes with economic choices of households and busi-
Govemment Printing Office, 1984), 1: 2D-227. nests." Proposed "changes generally involve special preferences
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Table I
Individual Income Taxes:

Comparison of Treasury Proposal With Congressional Tax Reform Bills

Bradley- Kemp- Both- Nickles- DeConcini-
Treasury Department Gephardt Kasten Moore Siljander Shelby

(TD) (B-G)- (K-K) (R-M) (N-S) (D-S)

A. Rate Reduction 3 rates; 15%, 3 rates; 14%, 26%, 25% of taxable in- 4 rates; 12%, 20%, 10% of taxable in- 19% of compensa.
25%, 35%a 30%b come. Exclusion 30%, & 34% on come' tion_

for 20% of wages taxable incomea
in FICA tax base¢

B. Fairness for Families

1. Zero bracket amounts

a. Single returns $ 2,800 $ 3,000 $ 2,700 $ 2,400 $ 0 $ 4,100
b. Married (joint

return) 3,800 6,000 3,500 3,550 0 6,700
c. Married (sepa-

rate return) 1,900 3,000 1,750 1,775 0 4,100
d. Head of house-

hold return 3,500 3,000 2,700 2,400 0 6,000
2. Personal exemptions h

a. Taxpayer $ 2,000 $ 1,600i $ 2,000 $ 1,050 $ 2,000 $ 0
b. Dependent

(each) 2,000 1,000 2,000J 1,050 2,000k 810
c. Blind and

Elderly (each) 0 1,000 2,000 0 0 0

3. Tax-free amount excluding
the earned income credit
(1986 levels)

a. Single retums $ 4,800 $ 4,600 $ 5,1301 $ 3,610 $ 2,090 $ 4,470
b. Joint returns

Family of 2 7,800 9,200 8,180_ 5,920 4,180 7,3I0
Family of 4 11,800 11,200 12,540_ 8,120 8,360 9,070
Family of 6 15,800 13,200 16,900t 10,320 12,540 10,830

c. Head of house-
hold returns

Family of 2 7,500 5,800 7,3101 4,710 4,180 7,430
Family of 4 11,500 7,800 11,6701 6,910 8,360 9,190
Family of 6 14,500 9,800 16,0301 9,110 12,540 10,950

4. Provide a single credit for el- Repeals credit for Repeals credit for Repeals credit for Repeals credit for Repeals credit for
derly, blind, and disabled to elderly and dis- elderly and dis- elderly and dis- elderly and dis- elderly and dis-
replace the exemptions for the abled abled abled abled abled
elderly and the blind

5. Repeal deduction for two- Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
earner married couples

6. lndexation of zero bracket No Yes. Yes. lndexation. Yes.
amount, personal and depen- Also reduces EITC Also increases Repeals E(TC Repeals EITC
dents exemptions and dollar EITC
amounts of earned income
credit (EITC)

7. Replace child and dependent Yesm Repeals credit Repeals credit Repeals credit Repeals creditcare credit with a deduction
from gross income with cap
on allowable expenses
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Bradley- Kemp- Roth- Nickles- DeC.oncini-
Treasury Department Gephardt Kasten Moore Siljander Shelby

(TD) (B-G) (K-K) (R-M) (N-S) (D-S)

C. Excluded Sources of Income

1. Repeal exclusion of health Limits exclusionn No Limits exclusionn Repeals exclusion No°
insurance above a cap

2. Repeal exclusion of group- YesP No Nop No No°
term life insurance

3. Repeal exclusion of era- No No Yes Yes No°
_loyer-provided death bene.

ts

4. Repeal exclusion of depen- Yes No Yes Yes No°
dent care services or reim-
bursement

5. Repeal special treatment of Yes No Yes Yes No°
cafeteria plans

6. Repeal exemption of volun- No No No No No
tary employees beneficiary
associations and trusts for
supplemental unemployment
compensation and black lung
disability

7. Repeal special provisions re- No No No No No°
garding incentive stock op-
tions

8. Repeal exclusion of military No No Limited repeal of Limited repealof No°
compensation with offsetting military tax-free military tax-free
adjustments in military pay, allowances allowances
mustering out pay

9. Repeal exclusion of rental No No Yes Yes No°
allowances or rental value of
minister's home

10. Allow exclusion of employer- Repeals Repeals Repeals Repeals No stated
provided legal services to ex- proposal°
pire

11. Allow exclusion of employer- Repeals No stated Repeals Repeals No stated
provided education assistance proposal proposal°
to expire

12. Allow exclusion of employer- Repeals Repeals Repeals Repeals No stated
provided vanpooling to ex- proposal°
pire

D. Wage Replacement Payments

1. Repeal tax-exempt threshold Yes Yes Yes Yes No
for unemployment insurance
compensation

2. Repeal tax exemption of No Repeals exemption Repeals exemption Exempts disability Repeals exemption
workers' compensation pay- Repeals credit for certain disabil- for certain disabil- payments, and credit
ments, black lung, and cer- ity payments, ity payments. Repeals credit
tain veterans' disability Repeals credit Repeals credit
payments, but make such in-
come eligible for the credit for
the blind, elderly, and dis-
abled
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Bradley. Kemp- Roth- Nickles- DeConcini-
Treasury Department Gephardt Kasten Moore Siljander Shelby

(TD) (B-G) (K-K) (R-M) (N-S) (D-S)

E. Other Excluded Sources of
Income

1. Repeal exclusion of scholar- Yes Yes Yes No No
ships and fellowships in excess
of tuition

2. Repeal exclusion of awards No No No No Yes
and prizes

F. Business Deductions for Personal
E_

1. Deny all entertainment ex- No No No No No q
penses including club dues
and tickets to public events
except for business meals fur-
nished in a clear business set-
ting. Limit deduction for
business meals on a per meal
per person basis

2. Limit deductions for meals No No No No No q
and lodging away from home
in excess of 200percent of
the Federal per diem. When
travel lasts longer than 30
days in one city, limit deduc-
tinns to 150 percent of the
Federal per diem (and disal-
low incidental expenses)

3. Establish bright-line rules to No No No No No q
separate indefinite and tempo-
rary assignments at 1 year

4. Extend foreign travel rules for No No No No Noq
allocation of expenses be-
tween personal and business
expenses tt_ all travel

5. Deny any deduction for travel No No No No No q
as a form of education

6. Deny deductions for seminars No No No No No q
held aboard cruise ships

7. Deny any deduction for travel No No No No No q
by ocean liner, cruise ship, or
other form of luxury water
translx_rtation above cost of
otherwise available business
transtx_rtation with medical
exception

G. Miscellaneous

1. Increase limits on moving ex- No No No No No
penses Repeals deduction Repeals deduction

2. Special rule for allowing de- No No No No No
duction for some commuting
expenses of workers who have
no regular place of work
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Bradley- Kemp- Roth- Nickles- DeConcini-
Treasury Department Gephardt Kasten Moore Siljander Shelby

(TD) (B-G) (K-K) (R-M) (N-S) (D-S)

H. Retirement Savings
1. Raise IRA limits to $2,500 No No No' No No

2. Make IRAs available to both No No Nor No No
employees and spouses work-
ing in the home

3. Subject all tax-favored retire- No No No No Nos
mentplans (TFRPs) to uni-
form distribution rules

a. Subject all pre-retirement No No No No Nos
distributions from TFRPs
to a 20 percent premature
distribution tax, generally,
and I0 percent for tuition
and first home purchase

b. Subject all TFRPs to uni- No No No No Nos
form minimum distribution
rules

c. Repeal 10-year averaging Yes Yes Yes No Nos
for lump-sum distribution

d. Eliminate special recovery No No No No No'
rules for qualified plan dis-
tributions

e. Repeal special treatment No No No No Nos
for distributions of em-
ployer securities

4. Simplify the deduction, con-
tribution, and benefit limits
for TFRPs
a. Repeal aggregate-basedde- No No No No Nos

duction limits for profit-
sharing and stock bonus
plans

b. Subject excess contribu- No No No No No_
tions to a 6 percent excise
tax to recapture excessive
tax benefits

c. Repeal combined plan No t No No No No s

limit for non-top-heavy
plans

d. Subject all retirement dis- No No No No No_
tributions in excess of
$112,500 per year to a 10
percent excise tax

5. Miscellaneous changes
a. Extend deduction limits for Repeals F.SOP Repeals ESOP No No No_

TFRPs to F.SOPs, and re- credit only credit only
peal the, F.SOP credit

b. Repeal cash and deferred No No No No No_
arrangements"

c. Postpone deduction for in- No No No No Nos
terest on debt incurred to
finance employee contribu-
tions to TFRPs until taxa-
ble distributions are made
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Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Tax Reformfor Fairness,Simplicity,and £conom/cGrowth, 2 vols. (Washington, DC: U.S. Govemment
Printing Office, 1984), vol. 1, Appendix 8-A.

aFor single returns the 15 percent rate would apply to taxable income above the $2,800, the 25 percent rate to taxable income above $19,300,
and the 35 percent rate to taxable income above $38,000. For joint returns the 15 percent rate would apply to taxable income above $3,800,
the 25 percent rate to taxable income above $31,800, and the 35 percent rate to taxable income above $63,800. For head of household returns
the 15 percent rate applies to taxable income above $3,500, the 25 percent rate to taxable income above $25,000 and the 35 percent rate to
taxable income above $48,000.

b 14 percent of taxable income; surtax of 12 percent on adjusted gross income (AGI) in excessof $40,000 or $25,000 for joint and single retums,
respectively; surtax of 16 percent on AGI s in excess of $65,000 and $37,500 for joint and single returns, respectively. Heads of households
would be treated like single individuals. The maximum rate would be 30 percent. Itemized deductions, personal exemptions, and the deductions
for charitable contributions and child care expenses can only be used tocalculate the tax subject to the 14 percent rate.
If earned income is less than $15,000 for a married couple or $10,000 for a single person, 20% of total income may be excluded up to $10,000
or $15,000. Exclusion phases out at the rate of 12.5 cents per dollar of income in excess of the FICA wage base.

aThese rates apply when the proposal is fullyphased-in (1990 and thereafter).
+In N-S, taxable income of individuals excludes alimony, Social Security benefits, disability income, state and local bond income, railroad

retirement benefits, and certain Federal retirement benefits.
+In D-S compensation is defined as cash wages. Non-cash fringe benefits are excluded from compensation.
"Estimated current law values for 1986 are $2,510, $3,710, $1,850, and $2,510 for single returns, joint returns, separate returns, and head of

household returns, respectively. The ZBAs are at 1986 levels for TD, 1984 levels for K-K, 1985 levels for R-M, 1984 levels for N-S, and 1983
levels for D-S.

h Estimated current lawvalue for 1986is $1,090. The exemptions are at 1986levels for TD, 1984 levels for K-K, 1985 levels for R-M, 1983 levels
for D-S.

i B-G provides head of households an exemption of $I,800.
i K-K would disallow dependency exemptions for students over age 18.
kIn N-S, dependency exemptions are limited to children, stepchildren under 18, full-time student dependents, and dependents with less than

$2,000 of income.
IThe amount shown represents the total of the zero bracket amount plus the personal exemptions. Taxpayers could also exclude 20 percent of

their earned income, up to the FICA wage base. Taxpayers with less than $10,000 or $15,000 of earned income for single and joint returns,
respectively, could exclude 20 percent of their total income up to $10,000 or $15,000.

rain B-G, deductions can only be used to calculate the tax subject to the 14percent rate.
nB-G and R-M limit the exclusion of employercontributions to accident and health insurance to amounts attributable to providing wagereplacement

payments.
"Under D-S individuals would exclude fringe benefits, but businesseswould not deduct compensation in the form of fringes.
PB-G and R-M would repeal exclusion but only to the extent that employer paid premiums exceed employee paid premiums.
qD-S would allow a deduction for business travel and entertainment expenses, if reasonable.
' R-M provides a new SUSA savingsaccount with deductible annual limits of $10,000 and $20,000 for single and joint returns, respectively. Funds

could be used for non-retirement purposes. Income earned on the account would be tax-exempt until withdrawn.
+D-S would disallow the deduction for contributions to pension plans and would treat pension contributions as compensation of the employee.

B-G would reduce limits on qualified pension plans from $30,000 on defined contribution plans and $90,000 on defined benefit plans to $15,000
and $45,000, respectively.

The Treasury proposal would amend the tax treatment of vir-
which are not used by the majority of individual taxpayers" tually all employee benefits. The amount of tax-exempt
and they seek to achieve a tax system with "economic neutral- health insurance would be capped. Life insurance would lose
ity." Favorable tax treatment for employee benefits is, the all favorable tax treatment. Educational assistance, group legal
Treasury suggests, in direct contravention of a goal of services, employee awards, and van pooling would become ful-
"economic neutrality." ly taxable, as would income to voluntary employees' bene-

ficiary associations (VEBAs), supplemental unemployment
Employee benefits generally meet established social objectives benefit (SUB) trusts, and black lung trusts. Unemployment
such as retirement income provision or protection from the compensation and workers' compensation benefits would be
financial risk of poor health. These social objectives are so taxed. Individual retirement account (IRA) contributions
strongly established that the government provides a floor of would be increased. Employer-sponsored retirement plan dis-
protection through Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and tributions would be changed, and some forms of plans-notably
other programs that involve directgovernment expenditures. 401(k) salary reduction plans-would be eliminated. Cafeteria
Tax preferences for employee benefits have sought to en- plans would lose favorable tax treatment. The Treasury
courage workers to purchase protection against these risks and Department also proposes to repeal the current exclusions for
supplement government programs. Existing research indicates employer-provided death benefits, dependent care services,
that the incentives have been successful. The Treasury recog- housing and housing allowances for ministers, and certain
nizes this success and strays from the goal of total "economic military compensation. The value of taxable fringe benefits
neutrality" by continuing to advocate some (generally reduced) would be reported by the employer, and tax would be with-
level of tax preferences for many employee benefits, held on it.
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The Treasury report identifies employee benefits as currently
excluded sources of income: Treasury's Employee Benefit Proposals

Many fringebenefits are not subject to tax under current law; • Repeal exclusion of health insurance above a cap ($175per month for family coverage, $70 per month for in-
among the most important fringe benefits presendy excluded dividual coverage).from tax are contributions to qualified retirement plans, and

accident, health, and group term life insurance provided by • Repeal exclusion of group term life insurance.
employers.

Suggesting why at least some of these benefits should not, as a * Repeal exclusion of employer-provided death benefits.

matter of taxpayer equity, be excluded from taxable income, * Repeal exclusion of dependent care services or
the report says: reimbursement.

It is unfair that one taxpayer is excused from payingincome * Repeal special treatment of cafeteria plans.
tax on the value of a fringe benefit, while another who wants

to enjoy the same good or service, but does not receive it • Repeal exemption of voluntary employees' beneficiaryas a fringe benefit, must purchase it with after-tax dollars. associations and trusts for supplemental unemployment

This argument is referred to as "horizontal" equity-the compensation and black lung disability.

relative tax burden of two persons or organizations at the • Repeal special treatment of incentive stock options.
same income level. Tax debates related to employee benefits

priorto 1982 focused principally on "vertical" equity-the rela- • Repeal exclusion of employee awards.tire tax burden of persons at different income levels-through

nondiscrimination standards. • Repeal exclusion of certain military compensation, with
offsetting adjustments in military pay schedules.

• Repeal tax-exempt threshold for unemployment in-
_1_ _ _ surancecompensation.

Suggesting why at least some of these benefits • Repeal tax exemption of workers' compensation, black
lung, and certain veterans disability payments, but make

should not, as a matter of taxpayer equity, be all such income eligible for the credit for the elderly,
excluded from taxable income, the Treasury blind, and disabled.
report says: "It is unfair that one taxpayer is
excused from paying income tax on the value • Repeal exclusionof employer-provided legal services.
of a fringe benefit, while another who wants to

• Repeal exclusion of employer-provided educational
enjoy the same good or service, but does not assistance.
receive it as a fringe benefit, must purchase it
with after-tax dollars." • Repeal exclusion of employer-provided van pooling.

_ _ these workers received an employer contribution to their
coverage. Rates of employer group health insurance coverage
are particularly high among workers who are employed full-
time throughout the year, the largest segment of the work

The Treasury report contends that "taxing most statutory force. In 1982, more than 90 percent of full-time, full-year
fringe benefits will greatly simplify the administration of the workers were covered by an employer group health plan. 4
tax laws by relieving the pressure to pay compensation in

nontaxable forms." Determining the true economic value of a The Treasury Department supports the proposal contained
partially taxed benefit and the process of attribution might in the Administration's Budget for fiscal year 1985 to place
well make administration more difficult, however, a limit on the amount of health and accident insurance pro-

vided by an employer that can be obtained tax-free by an
Health Insurance employee. The Treasury Department proposes to repeal the

Healthinsuranceis probablythe mostcommonemployee
benefit provided to workers in the United States. In 1982, 84
million civilian nonagricultural workers reported coverage _egulating Employee Health and Welfare Plans," EBRI Issue
from an employer group health insurance plan; virtually all of Bcief 36 (November 1984): 2.
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exclusion of such premiums, to the extent that they exceed employer-provided health insurance were taxed? If they didn't,
$70 per month for a single person and $175 per month for how long would the govemment let them suffer major medi-
a family. The proposed limits would have no effect on ap- cal expenses without instituting protection, as they have with
proximately 70 percent of all employees, because the limits Medicare and Medicaid? Were government policy, as sug-
exceed their employers' contributions. For example, for 1985 gested by the Treasury explanation, to attribute equal taxable
the maximum monthly contribution by the Federal Govern- value to workers of all ages for the "same" protection, would
meat to plans for its non-postal employees will be $52 for younger workers stand for it? Or, would adverse selection-
a single person and $116 for a family, younger workers all opting for the cheapest plan-simply serve

to drive up the average cost for the older worker who needs a
It is worth noting that volume 2 of the Treasury proposal more comprehensive policy? Whatever the change, it would
specifies that these monthly dollar limits in the health insur- have consequences not contemplated in the Treasury Depart-
ance cap would be adjustedannually to reflect changes in the meat's justifications.
consumer price index (CPI)-not changes in medicalcare
costs, which have tended to rise faster than the overall CPI. EBRI analysis has shown that the tax cap would have
In effect, the tax cap would become more stringent in future regressive effects on taxpayers and that it could cause those
years.

The Treasury report does not deal with the problems idea-
tiffed by many analysts when people choose not to buy health _1_ _
insurance, or with the govemmentprograms that might even-

tually be needed if large numbers of low-income taxpayers The Treasury analysis gives too little consider-
choose to use limited dollars for food and clothing instead of ation to the implications of its proposals forpurchasing health insurance in the tax neutral world. The
Treasury report focuses primarily on the "tax issues," while on- changes in individual and institutional behav-
ly touching lightly on the social objectives, ior, and for the ultimate cost to the government

of meeting established social objectives if
The Treasury presentation states conclusions without analytic employee benefit use declines due to tax
backup in the area of health insurance and its pricing. It changes.states: "Health care is made much more expensive for all
because it is effectively subsidized through the tax system for
some." Research conducted for the Senate Aging Committee '_ #
and EBRI indicates that the tax system subsidy might well
make it che#per for those buying health insurance with after-
tax dollars. 6 This is because the nontaxability or the tax sub- who most need the insurance protection to lose it. 7 It is worth
sidy allows health insurance to be priced as a flat, per employ- noting that 80 percent of the 84 million civilian nonagricul-
ee contribution or cost. It is a convenience to price policies rural workers covered by an employer group health insurance
on a flat, per covered unit basis-i.e., to offer, for example, a plan in 1982 earned less than $25,000 a year.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan to every employee for $90.06
each-and then to make the same plan generally available if The Treasury analysis gives too little consideration to the
someone becomes unemployed and wishes to continue cover- implications of its proposals for changes in individual and in-
age, or can't get it from an employer and wants to purchase stitutional behavior, and for the ultimate cost to the govern-
coverage, meat of meeting established social objectives if employee

benefit use declines due to tax changes. Such analysis might
Compare this to the actual cost if each individual had to pay support the Treasury recommendations, or it might find them
the true economic value of health insurance for their age to be a more expensive course than current tax expenditures.
group. On an age-related basis, coverage virtually identical to
the Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan noted above would cost For a Treasury-calculated tax expenditure of approximately $18
$49.30 for the person under age 30, $122.80 for the person billion, those with employer-provided, tax-subsidized health
age 55-59, and $180.90 for the 65-69 year old. Would older insurance receive over $80 billion in health protection.
workers still purchase protection if the true economic value of Would it have been easier for the government to raise the

-- - $80 billion through the tax system and provide the protection

SDeborah J. Chollet, Employer.Pro_.Z Health Benefits: Coverage, through a government program designed to fit between Medi-caid and Medicare? Further, could the government have done

PP.Provisi°ns91"93.and Policy Issues (Washington, DC: EBRI, 1984), so for $80 billion? In reaching final conclusions on the struc-
ture of our tax system, all such questions need to be answered.

6Malcolm M. Morrison and Anna M. Rappaport, The Costs of .....
Employing Older Workers (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, September 1984). 7Chollet, Employer.Provided Health Benefits, pp. 97-99.
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Life Insurance provided under a nondiscriminatory plan using vehicles that
meet size and usage requirements. In volume 2 of the Treasury

Currently, 96 percent of employees in medium and large firms explanation, the following reasons for change are given:
receive employer-provided life insurance, s Life insurance pro-
vides backup protection for the families of workers who are As with most other fringe benefit exclusions, the exclusion
not covered by pension plans or who are covered but may not of qualified transportation services from employee income is
yet be fully vested, economically inefficient, inconsistent with horizontal equi-

ry principles, and a contributing factor in the high marginal
The Treasury proposal would include all employer-paid life in- rates of tax on taxable income.
surance premiums in the employee's taxable income. Current-
ly, only those premiums financing insurance in excess of Cafeteria Plans
$50,000 are taxable income to the employee. While employer-
paid life insurance premiums make up a small share of total The Treasury proposal would repeal section 125 of the Intemal
compensation, this extra tax burden could encourage younger Revenue Code, which authorizes flexible benefit or cafeteria
employees, low earners, single employees, and second earners plans. As directed by the Tax Reform Act of 1984, the

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), in consul-
tation with the Treasury Department, is conducting a study to

# _ _ determine the role of these plans in containing health carecosts. Many employers believe that these plans can be used to
contain health care costs, but large-scale statistical evidence

If some employees opted out of employer- on this point is not yet available. The Treasury proposal
sponsored plans, the costs for insuring the would make the HHS study moot. The HHS study should be

completed and evaluated before additional changes in this
remaining employees would increase. More im- area are legislated. The findings from this study should also be
portantly, however, the value oflife insurance considered in conjunction with the health insurance tax cap
protection as a source of income security could discussion.
be weakened.

The Treasury report gives no recognition to the aging of the

# _ population, increases in female labor force participation, thegrowth of two-income households, and the possible effects of
these changes on employees' needs or attitudes. These are fac-
tors that flexible benefit plans have been designed to

to opt out of employer-provided plans rather than pay the accommodate? The report states:
added taxes. Employer-provided insurance could deteriorate,

since those employees opting out would be those not foresee- Presently the exclusion of fringe benefits from taxable income
ing the need for the protection. This would seem to conflict has gone so far that it has become necessary to offset the
with the provisions in the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, distorting effects of some tax provisions by allowing employers
which sought to increase the economic resources available to to offera choice of tax-free benefits. On the one hand, current
surviving spouses, particularly those in older age groups. Such law encourages the use of tax-free forms of compensation,
issues need to be reconciled with the tax effects before further but on the other it attempts to counteract these incentives
action is taken, by allowing employers to offer employees the choice that is

normally associated with payment of wages in cash. Under
If some employees opted out of employer-sponsored plans, the the Treasury Department proposals, it will not be necessary
costs for insuring the remaining employees would increase. to restrict so-called cafeteria plans, plans that allow employees
More importantly, however, the value of life insurance protec- to choose among tax-exempt fringe benefits. Since premiums
tion as a source of income security could be weakened, for medical insurance below the proposed cap will be the only

major statutory fringe benefit that will remain exempt, the
Van Pooling provisions authorizing tax-free cafeteriaplans will be largelyre-

The Treasury proposal would allow the current law exclusion dundant and shou/d be repeakd [emphasis added]. Of course,
employers-and their employees_may find nontax reasons,

from gross income of the value of employer-provided commut- such as lower insurance rates for groups and the accommo-
ing transportation to expire at the end of 1985. Presently, to dation of different preferences, for allowing employees to
qualify for the exclusion, the transportation services must be select from a menu of taxable fringe benefits. Cafeteria plans

might continue for this purpose.

sU.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Eng_ee
Benefits in Medium and Large Firms, 1983, Bulletin 2213

(Washington, DC: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, August 9Employee Benefit Research Institute, Fundamenta/s of F.nkoloyee
1984), table 2. Benefit Programs (Washington, DC: EBRI, 1983), pp. 159-164.
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EBRI analysis indicates that even in the case of health in- In addition, continuation of the exemption would be incon-
surance, employers might find it necessary, in the presence of sistent with the tax treatment of reserves for welfare benefits
partial taxation and the repricing per employee that would under a policy with an insurance company. The Treasury
likely be required, to allow employees the option of no health Department proposals include taxation of the income on re-
insurance. The need for extensive communication of why serves held by casualty insurance companies. In order not to
employees should have health insurance might become very provide more favorable tax treatment to self-insured benefit
necessary in order to convince low-income workers to pur- arrangements than to insured arrangements, the income
chase it. Also, the per-plan per-employee pricing proposed by eamed by VEBAs, SUB trusts and black lung trusts should
Treasury might actually make a cafeteria plan and recordkeep- similarly be subject to tax.
ing system more essential for benefit administration than at
present. Why? Because employees might demand alternative
levels of coverage, and therefore, effective pricing by age
group due to "adverse" selection, to offset the potential age _ _
discrimination effects of the Treasury proposal.

The Treasury proposal would tax the income of
TheTreasury notes: voluntary employees' beneficiary associations

Employees will compare the full market prices of formerly (VEBAs), supplemental unemployment benefit
subsidized consumption with other uses of their after-tax dol- (SUB) trusts, and black lung trusts. But the
lars. As a result, it is expected that employers will provide existing rules governing employer contHbu-
less life insurance and legal insurance, and that employees tions for deductions to these associations and
will purchase more directly. Purchases of insurance for mar- trusts would not be altered.
ginal amounts of health coverage will also decline.

The Treasury then gives its opinion of the result from _1_ #
employee-benefit related tax changes: - -

Employers can continue, in effect, to offer certain goods and Unemployment Compensation, Workers'
services for sale through salary deductions, but in the absence Compensation, and Disability

of tax inducements for paying wages as fringe benefits, most As a result of employment termination, job layoffs, plant clos-
compensation will be in cash. lags, illnesses, disabilities, and work accidents, many people

find themselves unemployed. Private, federal, and state and
The potential problem is: large numbers of workers who need local government programs share a responsibility for providing
coverage tomorrow may not purchase any today, and will find economic relief to those experiencing such hardships.
themselves unable to afford quality care.

During the past three decades, employment termination

VEBAs benefit programs have escalated in number, and they have ex-panded their levels of benefit payments. In 1950, benefits from

The Treasury proposal would tax the income of voluntary these programs-excluding all retirement benefits-totaled $3
employees' beneficiary associations (VEBAs), supplemental un- billion or 2 percent of wages and salaries. In 1980, they were
employment benefit (SUB) trusts, and black lung trusts. But nearly $70 billion annually-about 5 percent of total wages
the existing rules governing employer contributions for deduc- and salaries. This rapid growth has caused concern over pro-
tions to these associations and trusts would not be altered, gram affordability and efficiency.

The Treasury Department report (volume 2) gives the follow- The payment of employment termination benefits can affectlabor availability, and it can affect the overall economy.
ing rationale for its proposed change: Benefit programs that replace high proportions of earnings

The tax benefit of tax-exempt growth for amounts set aside may produce incentives for certain persons to discontinue l0
to fund deferred compensation should generally not be avail- working and for others to prolong benefit duration periods.
able outside of the qualified retirement plan area. Although How do these programs fare in the Treasury tax reform
the rules adopted in the Tax Reform Act of 1984 will limit proposal?
the type and levels of benefits for which an employer may
prefund on a tax-favored basis, the advantage of tax-exempt

Wth remains for certain benefits within the specified limits. 1°Foran analysis of the policy issues associated with public and
is exemption of investment income from tax effectively private programs for unemployed and disabled workers, see

shifts a portion of the cost of employee compensation to the Wayne Vroman, Employment Termination Bene]_ts in the U.S.
general public. Economy (Washington, DC: EBRI, 1983).
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Under the Treasury Department proposals, unemployment Retirement Savings
compensation will be made fully subject to taxation. There
is no reason to tax moderate-income workers more heavily The Treasury Department's proposals in the area of retirement
than unemployed persons with the same incomes. Employees savings would apply to pension plans offered by employers in
in many seasonal industries are employed, then laid off, and the public and the private sectors, _1which together cover ap-
then rehired on a predictable annual cycle. For them, unem- proximately 52 million workers.
ployment compensation is more accurately seen as a part of
annual eamings than as insurance against lost wages. Beyond

that, many recipients of unemployment compensation have Treasury Proposals for Retirement Savings
income from other sources oraremarried to working spouses.
Tax equity is not served by exempting from tax the unem- 1. Raise IRA limits to $2,500.
ployment compensation they receive while fully taxing other
families with the same amount of income received from other 2. Make IRAs available to both employees and spouses
sources, working in the home.

The failure to tax wage replacement programs under current
3. Subject all tax-favored retirement plans to uniform

law is quite unfair. If a program is designed to replace 70 per- distributions rules.
cent of before-tax wages for all employees, tax exemption • Subject all preretirement distributions from tax-favoredresults in a 70-percent wage replacement for low-income em-
ployees who have no other source of income. By comparison, retirement plans to a 20-percent premature distribu-

tions tax generally (but D-percent ff used for tuition orit produces total wage replacement for a taxpayer in the
30-percent tax bracket, and lost wages are more than fully _trst-home purchase).
replaced for taxpayers in higher tax brackets. • Subject all tax-favored retirement plans to uniformminimum distribution rules.

As far as workers' compensation and disability benefits are • Repeal ten-year averaging for lump.sum distributions.
concerned, Treasury makes the following recommendations: s Eliminate special recovery rules for qualified plan

distributions.
The current tax law provides quite inconsistent treatment • Repeal special treatment for distributions of employer
of persons who are elderly, blind, and disabled. The proposed securities.
new credit for these groups will enjoy greater equality of
treatment of various sources of income that they receive. Tax- 4. Simplify the deduction, contribution, and benefit limits
exempt levels of income will continue to exceed substantial- for tax-favored retirement plans.
ly the levels applying to other taxpayers. Families with large • Repeal aggregate-based deduction limit for profit-
amounts of income from other sources, however, will no long- sharing and stock bonus plans.
er be allowed a complete exclusion for workers' compensa- s Subject excess contributions to a (>-percent excise tax
tion or for black lung or certain veterans' disability payments, to recapture excessive tax benefits.
Instead, such income will be taxable, but made eligible for s Repeal combined plan limit for non-top-heaw plans.
the credit. The proposed taxation of wage replacement pro- s Subject all distributions in excess of $112,500 per year
grams will apply only to amounts received as a result of future to a 10-percent excise tax.
settlements.

The taxation of wage replacements will have little effect on 5. Miscellaneous changes.
families with low or moderate incomes; these families gener- • Extend deduction limits for tax-favored retirement
ally will not be taxable because of the increase in exemp- plans to employee stock ownership plan and repeal the
tions and zero-bracket amounts proposed in this package, employee stock ownership plan credit.
Many moderate-income disabled workers will also receive ad- * Repeal "cash or deferred arrangements."
ditional benefit from the credit for the elderly and the dis- * Subject reversions of funds from tax-favored retirement

abled. For example, a family of four that receives $9,000 or plans to employers to a lO-percent excise tax.
more of workers compensation will not owe tax until its in-

come exceeds $17,200. Further, workers in 80 percent of states The Treasury discussion in this area gives immediate recogni-
who are totally disabled for the entire year will be exempt tion to the social and economic objectives of retirement say-
from tax if they had no other income. For persons with high ings programs-which are the provision of retirement income
incomes- including both those with generous rates of wage
replacement and those with substantial income from other
sources-taxation of wage replacement payments will have
a positive work incentive effect. Under current law, some in- HFor the most thorough description available of the tax treat-
dividuals receive nontaxable wage replacement in excess of ment of the different components of the pension system, in-
the after-tax wages they would receive if they continued work. eluding employer plans and individual initiatives, see Sophie
Under the proposal, these individuals will again be given a M. Korczyk, Ret/rememSecur/tyand Tax Po//_ (Washington, DC:
positive incentive to work. EBRI, 1984), pp. 15-38.
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and capital accumulation-and seems to accept them without Other revisions are required to provide consistent treatment
reservation. Tax neutrality is not raised as an issue; a tax of various types of retirement plans. Under current law the
policy justification for the breach of neutrality is not provid- tax treatment of both contributions to retirement plans and
ed. Additionally, the Treasury report includes no analysis of subsequent distributions may be different, depending upon
the relative effectiveness or efficiency of the alternative pro- the particular type of plan. The Treasury Department pro-
grams for which incentives are provided in terms of either poses to establish a consistent and uniform policy that will
horizontal or vertical equity. Those differences are not apply to all retirement plans. Certain early clistributions to
presented here, but are fully explored in EBRrs July and finance first-time purchases of homes and college education
August 1984 Issue Br/efs. u will be subject to a 10 percent tax; the tax will be raised to

20 percent for other early distributions.
By encouraging taxpayers to save for retirement, the tax-
preferred treatment of retirement plans serves two important Current law contains annual limits on contributions and
public purposes. It helps retirees accumulate funds so they benefits that may be provided to an individual under an em-
can live out their lives in dignity without becoming wards ployer's tax-favored retirement plan. There are separate rules
of society, and it produces saving that can be made available limiting contributions to two types of pension plans, those
for capital formation. In the latter sense, tax-preferred retire- where a fixed contribution is required (defined contribution
meat plans have much the same benefits as a consumed in- plans) and those that promise a fixed benefit (defined bene-
come tax, but without its other disadvantages. The Treasury fit plans). The defined contribution plan dollar limit, at
Department believes that the present tax incentives for such $30,000 per year, is much more generous than the defined
retirement plans should be retained but made more consis- benefit limit, which allows deductions to finance future ben-
tent. The retirement saving proposal should increase saving, efits of up to $90,000 per year. In addition, complex rules
provide greater protection for spouses, and simplify compli- are required to limit contributions and benefits on behalf of
ance and administration, employees who participate in both types of plans.

Under current law, individual retirement plans (IRAs) are fully ....
available only to those who are employed. Whereas an em-
ployee can contribute upto$2,000 per year tax-free on his 4(_ • @
or her own behalf, only an additional $250 can be contributed

to a 'spousar, IRA. The Treasury Department supports the ad- The Treasury proposal represents a "back-to-ministration s proposal that IRAs be available on equal terms
to spouses working in the home and in the market. Further, basics n approach to retirement benefits, how-
the Treasury Department proposes that the limits on an IRA ever,in that retirement plan distributions made
be raised to $2,500 for I_th employees and those working at termination of service before retirement will
at home, that is, to $5,000 for husband and wife. With the be penalized if they are not rolled over into a
present limits, over one-half of tax returns with payments to
IRAs showed maximum contributions; thus the availability qualified retirement plan or IRA.
of IRAs provided little incentive at the margin for additional
saving. Increasing the limits will make this general saving _ # #
incentive more effective.

Employees of employers that maintain qualified cash or de-
ferred arrangements (401(k) plans) effectively can avoid the The Treasury Department proposes to eliminate the overalllimit for individuals participating in both defined contribu-
IRA limitations of current law by making additional deduc- tion and defined benefit plans that provide significant bene-
tible contributions to these plans. The Treasury Department fits to rank-and-file employees. To replace the overall limit,
believes that this disparity among individuals is inappropri-
ate and thus, coupled with increasing the limits on IRAs, and to limit the ability of an individual to accrue excessive
pro_ses to repeal the current provisions that accord cash or de. benefits by working for separate employers, the Treasury De-partment proposes to apply an excise tax on extraordinary
ferreclarrangementspreferentialtaxtreatment [emphasis added], withdrawals made in any year from either type of plan. This
Employers will be able to set up IRA plans for their employees, and more specific reforms will both simplify considerably the
as under current law. task of employers who must deal with the present complex

rules and provide greater rationality and consistency in this
area.

The Treasury report does not provide an analysis or a full ra-
12"IndividualRetirement Accounts: Characteristics and Policy tionale for this complement of recommendations. It appears,

Considerations, _ EBRI Issue Br/ef 32 (July 1984), and "New however, that the combination of retirement proposals would
Survey Findings on Pension Coverage and Benefit Entidement," have a number of noticeable effects. First, lump-sum distribu-
EBRI Issue Br/ef 33 (August 1984). tions would be very much disadvantaged compared to current
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law, and payouts as streams or annuities would be encouraged, demand cash instead of the less attractive employee benefits,
Second, the changes place a significantly greater emphasis on while having overstated the long-term advantages to the
retirement income provision through employer dollars, ex- federal budget, because of new public expenditures that this
clusively, with the elimination of 401(k) plans. Third, the loss of protection could cause voters to demand from the
changes make defined benefit plans relatively more attractive, government in the future.
Fourth, they make the distinctions between employer plans
and IRAs more pronounced in terms of the ability to "re- Regardless of the proposed statutory treatment for individual
claim" funds prior to retirement, benefit programs, the general incentive to provide all

employee benefits would decline under the Treasury proposal,
because of the proposal's flattened tax-rate structure. An im-
potrant factor in the growth of employee benefits has been

(0) # # the rise in real, or inflation-adjusted, marginal tax rates overthe last twenty years) 3 Lowering tax rates, along with the in-
dexing of the tax code, which Treasury proposes to retain,

Significant changes in the economic security would make some employee benefits less attractive and make
of workers and in decisions by employers about cash more attractive as a form of compensation.
offering employee benefits could accompany
the Treasury's proposed changes. And, since _ Revenue Implications of the TreasuryProposals
the Treasury estimates do not attempt to
predict and adjust for any of these secondary Treasury projects a total of $79.9 billion in additional tax rev-
effects, the revenue estimates from the enues during fiscal years 1986-90, as a result of its proposed

changes could prove overly optimistic, employee benefit tax changes. The savings start out lower inthe first year ($1.7 billion in fiscal year 1986) but rise in the
following years as most provisions are phased in ($11.2billion

(0) _ in FY 1987, $19.4 billion in FY 1988, $22.3 billion in FY 1989,
and $25.3 billion in FY 1990). The Treasury proposals' revenue
savings, as estimated by the Treasury, are itemized in table 2. _4

Under the Treasury proposal, the structure of retirement plans -- --

would be changed dramatically. The proposal imposes signifi- _ (0) #cant restrictions on the use of distributions from qualified
plans to assure that these plans are used to provide retirement
income in the form of periodic benefit or annuity payments, Treasury projects a total of $79.9 billion in ad-
rather than in one-time lump-sum distributions, either before ditional tax revenues during fiscal years
or at retirement. This could reduce retirement-planning flexi- 1986-90, as a result of its proposed employee
bility for persons with more than one retirement plan, who benefit tax changes. As is pointed out inmight want to use benefits from the primary plan for retire-
ment income and benefits from secondary plans for a home Special Analysis G of the federal budget each
purchase or other large expenditure. As the population ages, year, these kinds of estimates must be used
the numbers of persons retiring with benefits from more than with care.
one pension plan-benefits they may want to use differently-

would grow. # # #

The Treasury proposal represents a "back-to-basics" al_proach
to retirement benefits, however, in that retirement plan
distributions made at termination of service before retirement As is pointed out in Special Analysis G of the federal budget
would be penalized if they are not rolled over into a qualified each year, these kinds of estimates must be used with care.
retirement plan or an IRA. The tax expenditure report cautions the reader against using

the revenue estimates in the federal budget to project the

Even a preliminary ana!ysis, therefore, shows that significant
changes m the economic security of workers and in decisions
by employers about offering employee benefits could accom- l_Korczyk, Retiremem Securi_ and Tax Po//cy, pp. 39-43.
puny the Treasury'sproposed changes. And, since the Treasury
estimates do not attempt to predict and adjust for any of these t_l'he Treasury Department notes that no revenue gain is pro-
secondary effects, the revenue estimates from the changes jected from repealing the exclusion of military compensation,
could prove overly optimistic. Or, they could have because it is expected that compensation will be increased to
understated the short-term revenue gain if millions of workers offset the loss of this tax benefit.
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Table 2
Treasury Tax Reform Proposals: Change. in Receipts by Source

Fiscal Years

1986 1987 1988 1989 D90

(millions)
Employee Benefit Tax Exclusions:

Limit exclusion of health insurance ............................... - 4,648 8,012 9,835 11,870
Repeal exclusion of group term life insurance ...................... 1,592 2,551 2,819 3,044
Repeal exclusion of employer-provided death benefits ................ "7 49 49 49 49
Repeal exclusion of dependent care services........................ 4 6 7 8 10
Repeal special treatment of cafeteria plans ......................... 196 709 1,645 2,713 3,218
Repeal exemption of VEBAs, supplementary

unemployment trusts, and black lung disabili_ trusts ............... 157 419 457 483 540
Repeal exclusion of employee awards ............................. * * * * *
Repeal exclusion of certain military pay ...........................
Repeal exclusion of parsonage allowances .......................... - 50 152 160 164
Repeal tax exempt threshold for unemployment compensation ........ - 531 1,466 1,404 1,313
Repeal exclusion of workers'compensation (net of credit)............. - 218 1,515 1,895 2,093
Repeal exclusion of veterans' service disability

compensation (net of credit) ................................... - 919 1,475 1,538 1,603
Repeal exclusion of prizes and awards ............................. * * * *

EmployeeBenefit Tax Exclusions, subtotal .......................... 364 9,141 17,329 20,904 23,904

Retirement Saving:
Increase IRA limit to $2,500, equalize spousal IRA limit

Individual ................................................... -I,010 -2,764 -3,005 -3,279 -3,618
Uniform distribution requirements

Individual .................................................. * * * * *
Excise .....................................................-

Tax on preretirement distributions, uniform basis recovery rules
Individual .................................................. -64 - 135 61 300 587

Tax on qualified plan reversions
Corporate .................................................. 29 20 20 20 20

Repeal 10-yearaveraging of lump sum distributions
Individual .................................................. -4 50 134 227 329

Repeal 3-year basis recovery rule for contributory plans
Individual .................................................. 742 2,058 2,651 2,669 2,688

Eliminate deferral of appreciation on employer retirement securities
Individual .................................................. 50 79 85 92 100

Simplify contribution deduction limits
Individual .................................................. 20 55 60 67 74

Excise tax on excess retirement contributions
Individual .................................................. * * 1 1 2
Excise ..................................................... -

Repeal combined-plan limit for non-top-heavy plans
Individual .................................................. -89 -248 -276 -310 -347

Tax on retirement distributions in excess of ceiling
Individual .............................. .................... 14 15 16 17 17

Repeal F.SOP credit, modify deduction limits
Individual .................................................. * * * * *
Corporate .................................................. 1,062 2,113 1,371 550 345

Repeal cash and deferred arrangements
Individual .................................................. 603 863 936 1,035 1,154

Retirement saving, subtotal:
Individual .................................................. 262 -27 662 819 986

Corporate .................................................. 1,091 2,133 1,391 570 365Excise ..................................................... -

Total, Employee Benefit Tax Exclusions and Retirement Saving ......... 1,717 11,247 19,382 22,293 25,255

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury,Office of Tax Analysis, TaxRe/orm For Fa/mass, Simt_, and EconomicC_n'muth,
2 vols. (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1984), vol. 1,Appendix B.

• Negligible
• * The effect of repeal of these provisions is assumed to be offset by increased expenditures. The receipts generated by these

provisions are not shown on this table.
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amount of increased federal revenue that would accompany This interest in employee benefits is obviously not limited to
repeal of a particular tax provision. Similar cautions would the Treasury, however, since the Congress passed the tax acts
apply to the current Treasury estimates. For example, repeal of in 1982-1984. Indeed, some senior members of Congress have
some provisions could affect aggregate income and growth recently voiced concerns that would at least implicitly en-
levels. Changes in incomes, in turn, would yield lower projec- dorse the Treasury's goal of further curtailments in tax
tions of revenue. Of major importance, tax expenditure preferences for employee benefits.
estimates do not take into account the secondary effects of
enacting or repealing a tax-code provision. If repealing a tax gep. J. J. Pickle (D-TX), chairman of the House Ways and
expenditure makes the affected activity more costly, taxpayers Means Social Security Subcommittee, has said: "While a great
might be encouraged to undertake other tax-favored activities, deal of good comes from these benefits, it must be recognized

they also cause a significant erosion of the tax base. We can-
not let business and employees continue to have it both
ways-without Uncle Sam being the loser. "_s

# _ Sen. Robert Dole (R-KS), newly elected majority leader in the
Senate: "To the extent narrowing the tax base causes pressure

The federal budget crisis is likely to keep tax to increase marginal tax rates, these tax-free benefits will ap-pear to be free, because ultimately every taxpayer will have to
expenditures at the forefront of budget policy pay for them in the form of higher taxes on the portion of his
debates. The revenue issue, however, does not compensation that is subject to taxes. "_6
address the social or distributional questions
that should also be evaluated in assessing the Rep. Daniel Rostenkowski (D-IL), chairman of the House
desirability of changing the tax treatment of Waysand Means Committee, has said that the continued tax-free status of educational assistance and group legal benefits
employee benefits. "should be considered.., in the context of a comprehensive

examination next year [1985] of the exclusion of statutory
# # # " -- .17fringe benefits from the income, wage and benefit oases.

At hearings held in July and August 1984, by the Senate
Committee on Finance, Taxation and Debt Management Sub-
committee, Senators Dave Durenberger (R-MN), John Dan-

The procedure for estimating tax expenditures also does not forth (R-MO), and John Chafee (R-RI), voiced support for tax
take into account interactions among tax code provisions. For preferences for employee benefits, but they also voiced con-
example, restricting the tax deductibiliryof employer-provided cerns about which benefits should receive special treatmenthealth insurance could increase the usefulness of the itemized

and how much of it they should get. Sen. Durenberger voiced
deductions for medical care. Alternatively, employers might
increase the generosity of other benefits to make up for re- support, for example, for the general concept of caps on the
duced health benefits. In either case, restricting the health in- amount of employee benefits exempted from tax.

surance deduction, for example, may not produce as much Sen. Bob Packwood (R-OR) and Sen. Steven Symms (R-ID)
added revenue as the published estimates suggest, voiced strong support for favorable tax treatment of employee

benefits, noting that tax incentives were much more efficient
These cautions aside, however, the federal budget crisis is like- than ff the government tried to provide the services, itself.ly to keep tax expenditures at the forefront of budget policy
debates. The revenue issue, however, does not address the Sen. Packwood, the new chairman of the Senate Finance

Committee, has commented publicly on the Treasury proposal
social or distributional questions that should also be evaluated and restated his concern about many of its provisions, empha-in assessing the desirability of changing the tax treatment of
employee benefits, sizing his opposition to the proposed changes in the tax treat-ment of employee benefits.

The Policy Environment
The tax reform and deficit reduction debates of 1983 and 1984
included a major focus on the tax treatment of employee ....
benefits. Employers know this only too well, as they go about
amending their plans to conform to the new law and attempt lSQuoted in JerryGeisel, "Tax Status of Benefits," Bus/hess Insur-
to communicate the changes to the affected employees. The ance, November 26, 1984, p. 16.
Treasury proposal represents confirmation that the Treasury
Department has on its agenda further change in the employee 16Ibid.
benefits area. And it provides an indication of what the
Treasury would have liked to achieve in prior years. 17Ibid.
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What does it all mean?Employee benefits will be a focal - Should all workersbe left totally on their own for the pur-
point in both the upcoming tax reform debate and the deficit chase of a modest level of life insurance, and quite possibly
reduction debate. There will be powerful forces in the Con- end up relying completely on Social Securityfor survivors'
gresson both sides of the issue of whether tax incentives benefits?
should be at least partially curtailed. Many special interests
seeking to protect their own "special tax incentives" in a • Should the government simultaneously reduce the "tax sub-
broad-baseddebate may well offer up employeebenefits as a sidy" for health insurance and risk additional noncoverage
tradeoff, because of it? If the tax cap is not a sound approach, what

can be done to help control health care cost growth?
Treasury Secretary Regan has said he will consider changes in
the tax reform proposal. "We're not going to hold to a premise • If tax incentives for "pension"programsmust be cut, what
for stupid reasons,"he said. "But on the other hand, if it's just types of programs should be cut first?
that some individuals are being hurt or individual corpora-
tions are being hurt by just having to pay a few more taxes, This budget deficit environment poses many challenges for
that's something else again."ts employeesand employers. Foremost among these is the reali-

zation that current budget deficit projections indicate that
this debate could be an annual affair for the next ten years.
Policies and strategies must consider this longer-term context,

'_ 4_ _ looking well beyond the 99th Congress installed in January_ 1985.

What does it all mean? Employee benefits will ....
be a focal point in both the upcoming tax
reform debate and the deficit reduction debate. • •

There will be powerful forces in the Congress
on both sides of the issue of whether tax in- Employee benefits are unlikely to emerge from
centives should be at least partially curtailed, the 99th Congress unscathed. Concerned
Many special interests seeking to protect their individuals can help Congress set priorities,
own "special tax incentives" in a broad-based document furtherance of social objectives,
debate may well offer up employee benefits as document the ultimate cost advantage of tax
a tradeoff, preferences to the government, and show good

faith in helping Congress draw the appropriate
4}_ 4b" lines when justification of some employee

benefits conflicts with other public policy
needs.

Employeebenefits are unlikely to emerge from the 99th Con- _ _ #gressunscathed. Concerned individualscan help Congress set
priorities, document furtherance of social objectives, docu-
ment the ultimate cost advantage of tax preferencesto the

govemment, and show good fait_ in helping Congress draw • Conclusionthe appropriate lines when justification of some employee

benefits conflicts with other public policy needs. The Treasuryproposal is just one of many proposalson the

The Treasuryproposalsets forth many hard questions that will table forpolicymakers to consider. It may be changed signifi-cantly by the president before it is submitted to Congress.
have to be addressedas a matter of public policy: Most of the tax proposalsavailable to date have features in
• Should IRAs-which don't have discrimination rules-be common with each other and with the Treasuryproposal.

expanded, while employer-sponsored401(k) plans, which The proposal that was sent to the president is said to be
are subject to nondiscrimination requirements, are cut revenue neutral-i.e., it raises no more and no less total
back? revenue than current law. It should be noted that the distribu-

tion of who pays how much does change, however.

Tax reformsthat do not raise revenues may take a backseat
'SQuoted in Jane Seaberry,"ReganCould Alter Tax Plan," on the congressional agenda to attempts to resolve the federal
WashingtonPost, December 6, 1984,p. D1. budget deficit. Treasury Secretary Regan, in fact, has said that
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budget deficit reductions should take precedence over tax

_1_ _1_ reform, and that an adminigtration tax-simplification plan will
probably be sent to Congress in mid-February, following the
president s budget submissionJ 9 But, the really important

Even the most optimistic forecasts indicate point to remember is that the Treasury tax reform proposal
large budget deficits will remain for the next provides a long list of "revenue enhancement" options that

decade. The options listed in the Treasury can be considered separately and apart from a debate over thebasic tax structure.
relmrt will, therefore, likely remain on the
table for reconsideration on an annual basis, Eventhe most optimistic forecasts indicate largebudget
even if they arc not enacted in the 9_lth deficits will remain for the next decade. The options listed in
Congress. the Treasury report will, therefore, likely remain on the table

for reconsideration on an annual basis, even if they are not

_1_ _ enacted in the 99th Congress. This places a special premiumon careful data collection, research, analysis, and discussion of
their impact on workers' economic security.

19Ibid.
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